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GOOD BYE, SWEET DAY!

Words by Celia Thaxter.

Music by Kate Vunnah.

Moderato.

1. I have so loved thee, but cannot hold thee, Fading like a dream, the shadows fold thee;
2. Thy glow and charm, thy smiles and tones and glances, Vanish at last, and night advances;

Slowly thy perfect beauty fades away: Goodbye, sweet day, Goodbye, sweet day!
Ah, couldst thou yet a little longer stay! Goodbye, sweet day, Goodbye, sweet day!
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Dear were thy golden hours of tranquil splendor, Sadly thou yieldest to the evening tender,
All thy rich gifts my grateful heart remembers, The while I watch thy

contristezza.

a tempo.

Thou wert so fair from thy first morning ray, Thou wert so fair from thy first morning ray.....
Die in the west be,neath the twilight gray, Die in the west be,neath the twilight gray.......

a tempo.

I have solaced thee, but cannot, cannot hold thee. Dying like a dream, the shadows fold thee;
Thy glow and charm, thy smiles and tones and glances, Vanish at last, and night advances;

cresc.

dim. e rall.

Slowly thy perfect beauty fades away. Good bye, sweet day! Good bye, sweet day!
Ah, couldst thou yet a little longer stay. Good bye, sweet day! Good bye, sweet day!

cresc.
'TIS HOME WHERE THE HEART IS.
Words by GEORGE HORTON. Music by KATE VARNH.

For 'tis home... where the heart is... In dwell-ing... 
delic.

great or small... And there's man'y a splendid...

rit.

pal-ace That is nev-er a home at all... 
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BY THE SEA.
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WHEN LOVE IS TOLD.

Moderato. 

1. When love is told... we won-der if the spell... of gird sur-
2. When love is told... will all your longings dis... and av-
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